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ABSTRACT 

Compelled by competition and the drive to lower costs, organisations are 

investing in Information technology systems infrastructure at unprecedented 

rates, integrating technology into a nearly all aspects of corporate operations. 

The mismanagem nt of Information Technology investments can lead to lost 

opportuniti s nd xposure to enormous business risk. Information systems 

are a catalyst for change; it reallocates and therefore tends to redistribute 

power and must therefore be implemented with caution. 

Today, nearly every facet of a business is dependent, tactically and 

strategically upon an effective computer based information system. 

Information has in fact emerged as a key strategic resource in national and 

international business development and the proper implementation and 

management of this resource can have an enormous impact on the growth 

and development of a business. Indeed in many cases it is a prerequisite for 

survival. 

From the study the following factors were determined to be important during 

· the implementation of information systems, strategic planing for information 

systems. participation of all key players, adequate controls procedures 

suppliers reliability, adequate change procedures, availability for alternative 

products, information systems managers understanding of the business. 

ade ua e capacity for the new system to support growth in business and 

su 1cient processing speed for the ne systems. These factors if ta en into 

ra ion dur'ng the implem ntation proc ss ill improv iii of 

h im I m nt tion by provi in o hich or ll tion c n r r 
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1.0 BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of comput r information systems (IS) effectively and efficiently 

demands thorough understanding of the technology and its implications for 

the company strategy. Many companies have invested heavily but have 

failed to secure the full benefits available, for example the U.S patent office 

spent $289 million between 1984 to 1991 on information systems without 

deriving any benefits from their investments(O'Brien, 1993). Information 

technology systems implementation has often been relegated to relatively 

junior managers who lack sufficient knowledge, experience and authority. 

There has been a rapid diffusion of Information systems throughout the 

economy for more than a decade. With electronic revolution companies are 

gaining access to extraordinary amounts of information as fast as they want 

forcing executives to re-examine their practices more closely . 

Information systems are transforming our economic and recreational activities 

and it merits careful attention as one of the most important sociologically 

phenomena of the century (Scott, 1993). Without doubt, Information system 

has had one of the single most powerful effects in the office environment. It 

has changed not only the way people work, but also their ability to produce 

o . There is an increased emphasis of the new technology's potential for 

pro 1 1ng d cision ma mg in form pr viously non ist nt. Comput ri d 
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actions to a greater extent than ever before. Land (1992) demonstrated that 

a company's approach to IS systems affects other strategies in a way that 

significantly affects economic performance. The main purpose of IS is to 

monitor performanc in th whole range of the company's critical operations 

so as to h lp control 1r ct1on (Cole, 1985). Operations are monitored to 

identify em rging probl ms and have the information to solve them, this 

function is critical to organizational survival. Hence the Information systems 

must collect information and make it available in ways to ensure that the 

organization will be flexible, resilient and capable of responding to rapid 

changes in the environment. Growing appreciation of the changing role of 

information systems has highlighted the need to focus on different 

approaches to information system planning which aligns information systems 

plans with business plans. Information systems have now become sufficiently 

powerful drivers to have become interdependent with business strategies and 

may therefore require planning approaches which support or even initiate 

their roles as leaders of business strategies (Cole, 1985). Information 

systems need to be integrated with the organization processes and structure 

to achieve lasting advantage. IS can influence change in the organization 

processes, products and even its markets (Kovacevik, 1993). 

Although IS is an agent of transformation, significant technical problems still 

exist hich constrain effective deployment in local business domain. This 

implies that Information systems implementation is no longer a sequential 

s but an i erative proce hich spans different domain , u in 

or ani ion I infras ructur and proc Th n ion 
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considerations of work patterns, health and safety operations, storage of 

documents, methods of communications are all issues that must be 

considered if the investment has to improve efficiency, productivity and 

profitability of a busine (T ylor, 1991 ). 

Information Sy tern implementation are more successful when they are 

implemented as part of a more general strategy concerning the firms 

development (Cain, 1996). 80 to 85 percent of the IS project is done at this 

stage. Many African countries are littered with technical artifacts that are no 

longer in working order or that worked only for a short time before they were 

abandoned. Many systems are brought and implemented with a lot of 

excitement, but after a couple of months use, are then dropped . IS are often 

abandoned by reverting to the manual method , or to new ones this is a waste 

of meager resources . The problem of lack of implementation and post 

implementation review has been reported by many (Woheren , 1993). There 

will be no meaningful technological acquisition of IS without the ability to 

implement, repair, enhance and adapt that technology when necessary. 

Practical ly any company of any size in any country can benefit from using the 

new information tools currently available to assist with the implementation 

process. While it is becoming abundantly clear that a fundamental shift in 

business dynamics is taking place, many businesses in developing countries 

are failing o exploit the potential of this strategic asset. There may be 

m n r ons for his, such s poor telecommunications, tt1 hi h cost of 

co pu r u1 m nt, lac of rol ill I c o 
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information systems is seldom easy, it is far easier than revamping the 

process by which people work, the organizational structure and culture which 

need to be altered to implement IS. The change in structure, culture, process 

and people roles which r th most crucial must be controlled to ensure 

successful impl m nt lion of Information systems (Nunamaker, 1997). It is 

important th t th mtroduction of information systems be beneficial to the 

business rather than a gesture in technological modernity when the firm 

seeks IS solutions to enhance operations and support the organisational 

objectives. Used improperly IS can waste a lot of money and divert 

management's attention and even increase overall costs, treated in isolation it 

is unlikely to significantly improve performance but properly applied IS can 

enable performance improvements (Biennerhassett. et al, 1993). 

Implementation may require some political maneuvering adjustment of formal 

systems, changes in the organization structure and attempts to influence 

cultural traditions. Managers should recognize the limits imposed by 

personalities, system organization structure, and culture on any 

implementation process. Managers should be aware of the social question of 

privacy and the depersonalization of individuals should be considered during 

implementation (Scott, 1993). 

Information systems play a vital role in business success by providing the 

information a business needs for efficient operations, effective managem nt 

and comp ti i e advan ag . Ho ever IS can fail if they do not sup ort 

, bu op ra ion or man g ri I n of n 
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If the information system meets the technical performance specifications 

and/or mission to be performed, and if there is a high level of satisfaction 

concerning the proj ct outcom mong the project participants, then the 

information syst m c n b considered an overall success (Baker et al, 1986). 

1.2 SUCCESSFUL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Defining the criteria for success of IS is problematic, the concept of success 

can be defined as success in overcoming the obstacles to implementation 

and in realizing the aims of the information systems(Land, 1992). It requires 

time to measure the impact and the conceived benefits of implemented 

systems, most of the benefits arising from new information systems are 

intangible making the process more difficult (Hevner, 1992). 

Information system implementation is usually said to be successful when it 

satisfies the project objectives which are normally in multiple criteria such as 

time, cost, quality, safety (Hayfield, 1986). If the information system meets 

the technical performance specifications and/or mission to be performed, and 

if there is a high level of satisfaction concerning the project outcome among 

the project participants, then the information system can be considered an 

overall success (Baker et al, 1986). 

he aim of a system is coordination of managerial efforts towards the goals of 

he 1rm. A system must be acceptable to the organizations manag r and 

ho r in ol d in it's op ration. A 
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statistic. In assessing success or failure of implementation the study will rely 

on the opinion of the information technology managers of the organization 

under study. 

1.3 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

An information system is a set of people, procedures and resources that 

collects , transforms , and disseminates information in an organization (Heeks, 

1995). Today managers rely on many types of information systems. The 

research concentrate on computer based information systems that use 

hardware, software, telecommunication~ and other forms of information 

technology to transform data resources into a variety of information products. 

Information systems may be based on any combination of human endeavors, 

paper based methods and information technology. The concern is with the 

efficient utilisation of resources for providing the required level of information 

support for the management of business operations. It represents the 

application perspective . 

Information Technology (IT) includes computing, telecommunications and 

office systems as automatic means of handling information (Heeks, 1995). IT 

represents the technical perspective and includes telecommunications, 

computers and automation technologies. It is the enabling mechanism which 

facilitates the processing and flow of information, as well as the technologies 

us d in he physical processing to produce a product or provide a service. 



1.4 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Despite the continuous growth of the application of IS and the success the 

technology has had in helping whole industries to transform, it is accepted 

that many applications still f il to meet the aspirations of the sponsors (Land, 

1992). Half of th comput r ystems installed in the US never prove their 

worth according to one estimate (Scott, 1993). Attempts to computerize the 

operations of the Customs and Excise Department failed for a third time at the 

implementation stage after a great deal of resources had been spent, 

approximately Kshs 80 million was used before the project was abandoned 

when it was 90 percent through with implementation (Standard, January 25, 

1994). 

Many of the implementation problems stem from social and organizational 

factors rather than technology itself (Hevner, 1992). In Kenya currently the 

country does not have a national policy framework on computers or a local 

professional body to regulate the activities of the information systems 

professionals. Despite claims that there are methods which can bring 

improvements in information systems implementation their penetration into 

the market place has not been very deep. One question is whether the same 

kind of factors which influence the success of new technology in other 

environments are also relevant to the introduction of information systems in 

new environments. The IS industry is complex, uncertain and changing so 

quic ly that many organizations are finding it difficult to capitalize on new 

opportunities {Sunker, 1992). 

h im I m nt tion of I rg com ut m i on o th mo t com 
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most costly of all projects undertaken. In addition many of these systems do 

not meet user needs, exceed their projected development costs and time 

scale (Hevner, 1992). 

A study by Petters on ( 1990) indicated that within a single organization, the 

same system introduced 1nto a number of different locations yielded widely 

different degrees of implementation success. Woodward's studies in the 

1960's indicated that organisational and social issues had a significant effect 

on the level of success obtained in utilizing new technology in the workplace. 

In Kenya different studies have been done focusing on different aspects of 

information systems Kipngetich (1991) studied management satisfaction with 

information systems, Gatune (1993) studied the factors considered important 

in implementing local area networks, Nyambane (19~6) studied the evaluation 

of the extent of and factors limiting information technology usage in publicly 

quoted companies in Kenya. None of the studies above have addressed the 

pertinent issue: what are the factors considered important in successful 

implementation of information systems? 



1.5 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The objective of the study is to determine the factors considered important in 

successful implementation of information systems. 

1.6 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

The study will h lp companies effectively implement their information systems 

in order to achieve a competitive advantage. Many of 1 the strategic 

opportunities that companies seek to pursue depend largely or entirely upon 

IS for their success. The high cost of installing and maintaining existing 

information systems and the long term nature of IS investments demands that 

organisations strategically plan for this resource. IS if implemented 

successfully lowers costs of products. Any mistake made in the early phases 

show up here and must be recovered along with technical problems that have 

developed. 

The study will benefit the following groups of people 

1. IS managers to effectively implement their IS. 

2. Sensitise investors on appropriate strategy to ensure IS resources work 

for the business. 

3. The academicians, since the study will enhance the overall understanding 

of the IS implementation. It will enable further studies in areas where the 

knowledge of IS implementation is an essential input. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 DEVELOPMENTS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Milestones in th development of IT were first the big expensive mainframe 

computers introduced in the 1960's to handle large scale operations. The 

development of integrated circuits led to the production of smaller, less costly 

but powerful minicomputers. T11e second half of the 1980's saw the wide 

adoption of personal computers throughout the organizations widely due to 

the low price of personal computers and the development of a wide range of 

user friendly software packages. Initially, early computer based systems 

tendered to be associated with scientific applications with commercial 

applications developed later. These applications were inevitably centered 

around the data processing functions with their impact being felt only at the 

operational level of information preparation and decision making. This trend 
' 

was reinforced because the prime justification for computerization during this 

period was cost saving and it was more focused on operational areas 

(O'Brien, 1993). Linkages through communication networks increased 

dramatically in the 1990's and with the coming of the global network, 

lowering of taxes paid on computers more companies are gaining access to 

what used to be the domain for rich companies. 

ithin a period spanning barely a decade, computers have dominated th 

ort and 1rms ar ha t nin o e p br t ith h t c molo y 
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about 500 US firms indicated that only 9 percent of the executives were 

happy with the services they were getting from their information technologies 

(Mirani, 1993). 

Information Technolo y h merged from its initial stage as a labor saving 

and cost cutting function and now exerts an all pervasive influence which 

encompasses corporate organisation and structure, product development, 

manufacturing process distribution , customer relation, retailing, marketing and 

advertising . The transition from an industrial to an information era is 

evidenced by the decrease of industrial employment and increasing 

employment of service and information workers. There has been a radical 

growth of computer literacy with improved communications resulting in the 

spread of communication related activities such as telebanking and 

teleconferencing , since it is cheaper to move information than it is to move 

people and goods (Reck, 1987). 

The potential of Information Technology should be appreciated as was that of 

its predecessors- the introduction of steam, the internal combustion engine or 

electricity. IS is now a powerful driving force and management's task is to 

drive that technology to their advantage and not be driven by it. The new 

emerging technologies such as electronic commerce are having dramatic 

impact on the way national and international business is being conducted. 

The information revolution is fundamentally changing the way we do 

bu iness, communicat ith our clients, mar et our products, sourc 
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new desires and attitudes to which successful business must respond. The 

momentum of interaction between technology and society is likely to 

accelerate in the years ahead. 

Implementation c n b vi wed as the process that carries out operational 

plans developed t the information systems planning process. More 

specifically the implementation follows the investigation, analysis, and design 

stages of the systems development process. Implementation should be 

addressed in the initial plan and throughout the IS development process. 

Without a clear criteria for implementation, there is a likelihood of the projects 

failing to meet their objectives. Organisations have to attribute priority to each 

of the component elements of the implementation, because some aspects of 

the system may be important in fulfilling corporate objectives than others. 

Implementation is concerned with putting the systems design into practice. 

Implementation goes beyond the physical environment thus management 

must carefully plan for the whole process. 

Information system implementation is usually said to be successful when it 

satisfies the project objectives which are normally in multiple criteria such as 

time, cost, quality, safety (Hayfield, 1986). There is usually a trade off among 

the criteria but the satisfaction of the key project participants is always crucial 

to the project success. Indirect benefits include factors such as increased 

cash flows through efficient processing of transactions, better customer 

ervice or faster and more accurate information. 
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system but the end product is usually an organisational standard. The degree 

of success achieved through the use of an implemented computer based IS 

will depend on the cumulative success of all the previous stages in the 

systems development m thodology. Difficulties in defining success criteria is 

problematic becau of t11 wide variety of goals different IS attempt to 

achieve (Lambert , 1993). In assessing success or failure of implementation 

the study will rely largely on the opinion of the management of the 

organisation under study. Aspects of organizational, managerial and social 

context in which IS is installed contribute crucially to it's likely success. 

Indeed factors identified in one situation appear to have relevance in all sites. 

2.2 IMPACTS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE ORGANISATION 

Although a clear and consistent relationship between information systems 

investment and financial performance is yet to emerge, companies have 

continued their large investments in IS. This is so despite the dissatisfaction 

expressed by general managers in measuring the value of IS to their 

organizations. If managers have been rational in such investments , it is 

possible that research may not have captured the true benefits that 

companies derive from IS (Mitra et al., 1996). Most benefits are difficult to 

predict and have proved elusive in many cases because the benefits are 

future oriented and difficult to quantify. The benefits should not be aimed at 

cost cutting rather at the more intangible company wide benefits. The process 

by which IS reduces operating costs is not well understood (Maier, 1997). 

Information syst m can b seen to af ct Or ni lion in o di r nt 
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labor savings, and more local in its impact. Several firms have used IS and 

communication networks to lower labor costs by relocating certain jobs 

offshore through the use of satellite lines for data communication, voice 

communication and tel conferencing; examples include software 

development co p ni in the United States that employ programmers in 

third world countries such as India, connecting them to the clients through 

electronic communication channels. 

The information effect refers to the better control, monitoring and decision 

making that IS provides to management. Such effects are harder to identify 

and quantify because their impact may be felt in various areas of the 

organization as well as in the performance indicators that may seem 

unrelated to IS. IS provides better information that leads to better investment 

decisions. Thus managers are able to identify the firms less profitable lines of 

business and decrease their investments in such endeavors. 

The primary benefit of IS lies in the information and controls that IS provides 

to management, and less in the automation aspects that are considered the 

primary source of cost savings from IS use. IS is enabling progressive 

organisations to leverage more effectively the skills of their people. IS can be 

said to function as a support activity which is useful but not critical to the 

success of the organisation, as a factory activity where IS is crucial to current 

operations but not at the heart of the company's strategic development, as a 

turnaround ac ivity here IS is used to open n w opportuniti s and as a 

ic ctivity i hout th IS th 1rrn cannot unction. W c nnot 
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defined in terms of its value added in the market, where business knowledge 

is ultimately put to work. 

Information flowing between organizations can enhance relationships and 

simplify value ch in n h1ft competitive power and advantage. No single 

approach - IS, marketing production or financial is ever successful on its own; 

clearly management adds value by integrating all its resources. IS resources 

must be coaligned with the firm i.e. working for common objectives. Business 

and information system cannot be separated or made separable, only then 

can information systems be strategically used creatively and critically by 

decision makers. It is only then that the dreams of systems designers to 

enhance organization effectiveness and its capital and labor productivity truly 

became a reality. Information systems no longer just support existing 

business activities, it shapes organizations identity (Lambert, 1993). 

2.3 CHALLENGES IN INFORMATION SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation process begins after management has accepted the new 

system. Implementation consists in installing the new system and the 

removing the current systems. It involves hardware, software and people. 

The implementation process is often the most difficult (Fitzgerald, 1987). 

During implementation, problems that had not been anticipated during the 

study and design effort often appear. Solutions to these problems usually 

require modi 1cation to the original design. The analyst should be willing to 

accept changes here necessary, but should prevent extrem distortions of 

th origin I d ign. 
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framework for organisation decision making. Organisations need to review 

their structure and emphasis to ensure that they have within their 

departments the appropriate resources to meet the demands placed on them 

and are prepared to continu lly review issues critically to ensure they are 

making the most ff ctiv use of organisational resources (Lambert, 1993). 

Implementing IS involves change and this change needs to be managed if the 

IS strategy is to be successfully implemented, this requires IS to be closely 

integrated with the people, strategy and culture of the organisation. Human 

resource policies can create a climate conducive to adopting new technology 

and thus reducing the associated resistance to change (Peppard et al, 1993). 

The Information systems development passes through several phases. 

Before a project can be undertaken, the need for such a project must be 

ascertained, the project must be defined as a solution to this need, and the 

project must be tested for feasibility within the constrains imposed upon it by 

the organisation . A feasibility study is a preliminary study to investigate the 

information needs of prospective end users, the objectives, constraints, basic 

resource requirements, costs, benefits, and feasibility of proposed project. 

Alternatives should be compared in terms of their technical, economic and 

operational costs and benefits, with the aim of producing a recommended 

solution, this will be the system with the greatest apparent benefit value. It 

has been argued that the process of selection and justification of IS has a 

stron agenda setting influence on th subsequent introduction of th 

chnolo y {Scot , 1986). 
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stages of the development process. It is vita! to have tight control over the 

project cost to ensure that the budget limits are not unnecessarily exceeded. 

It is also vital to ensure adequate control over the system so that the integrity 

and security of the as et , d t nd information are maintained and the 

system itself op r t ffici ntly nd effectively. Cost control is a continuous 

process and sllould be monitored continuously using various tools for 

example network diagrams, project evaluation and review techniques and 

Budgets. 

The detailed analysis stage identifies the problems with the current system. It 

involves analysing the information needs of end users, the organisational 

environment, and any system presently used. It also develops the input, 

output, storage and control requirements of a system that can meet the needs 

of the end users (Cutts, 1993). 

The design stage involves developing specifications for the hardware, 

software, people(specialist and endusers), data resources, and information 

products that will satisfy the information needs of end users. Design will 

address both computerized and manual procedures in data capture, program 

design, output design, file design and security. The aim of the phase is to 

arrive at a detailed statement of how the system is to be made operational. 

Implementation involves hardware and oftware acquisition, testing, 

ocum ntation, conversion activities nd training end us rs in the information 

n u of n inform lion syst m. Thus impl m ntation i 
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review involves the monitoring, evaluating, and modifying of a system to make 

desirable or necessary improvements 

The issues involved in implementation can be seen as follows IS strategic 

planning, selection of h rdw re and software, training, testing, conversion 

process and organisational factors and post implementation review. 

2.3.1 IS STRATEGIC PLANNING 

A strategy is a general statement of long term objectives and goals and the 

ways by which these will be achieved . Developing a strategy is a complex 

and time consuming exercise and should only be done when the subject 

matter justifies it. Strategic decisions have an impact on many aspects and 

functions of the organizations, and influence its direction, management and 

structure in fundamental ways. Strategic choices are accomplished through 

assessment of organization strengths and weakness, and environmental 

opportunities and threats, formulation of managerial objectives, generation 

and evaluation of strategic alternatives, and selection and implementation of 

strategic choices which are followed for the attainment of managerial 

objectives (Harrison, 1995). Any business investment must be based on a 

coherent strategy, IS is no exception. Any move towards implementing the 

use or expansion of IS should be derived from the business objective set in 

the company's business plan. It should be coherent and adaptable to 

changes in requirements and technology. Many IS still have their primary use 

s operational tool rather than a strategy tool, the root of the problem is that 

information prof ssionals do not spea h lan u of tt bu in and 

bu 1n p opl r too of n d rom n orm lor, 
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The information systems strategy set (system objective, system constraints 

and system design strategies) should be derived from the organization 

strategy set (business mission , objectives, strategy and other strategic 

organizational attributes) for competitive advantage to be secured from IS 

applications (Thomp on. 1997). Information strategy formulation deals with 

the identification of the business needs and the IS framework to satisfy them, 

evaluation of current systems which helps organisations target their resources 

and determine the efficiency of current systems and identify the gaps in the 

current system coverage in the organisation, identification of IS opportunities 

to help organisations determine areas where IS can effectively be used. 

Several tools can be used to assist in the determination of the above factors -

Porters five force model (current competitors, threats of new entrants, threats 

of substitutes, suppliers and customers), critical success factors, Porters 

value chain and a stakeholder analysis (Hickey, 1993). 

Beyond examining its own functions an organization must compare its relative 

position with others in its industry, to judge how successful it is performing in 

the face of competition today and in the future. IS professionals must became 

aware of the industry chain and value of information flowing along it and use 

this knowledge to guide them to external data source. 

2.3.2 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SELECTION 

A formal evaluation process reduces the possibility of buying inadequate or 

unn c ssary computer hardware and so ware. Organizations should 

nd ct inform tion syst ms ba on om minimum h ic I 
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is necessary to use a variety of methods for evaluation to measure several 

key factors for computer hardware, software and services. The financing 

decisions is an important consideration in the choice of hardware or software, 

various financing options re available direct purchase, leasing or rental 

(O'Brien, 1993). 

Once the performance of the system has been evaluated using benchmark 

and simulation test, the organisation should consider other features of the 

proposal for example the standing of the supplier, cost, the warranty period, 

maintenance contract and the software support. It need not be 

overemphasized that a formal evaluation process reduces the chances of 

acquiring incorrect or unnecessary equipment and software products. Some 

evaluations factors include cost performance ratios, mean time between 

failures, availability of spare parts, ease of maintenance and potential for 

growth and the associated technical support (Cheng, 1982). 

It is common for a business firm to acquire resources from many sources. It 

is essential for business firms to secure the continual support of firms in order 

to make effective and efficient use of the computer based system. Issues to 

address is whether to develop the computer based system itself or to acquire 

the system from outside sources, loss of control over the system, longer 

response lead times and higher long run unit costs are the main shortcomings 

of such reliance on external agents (Scott, 1986). 

Th d ci ion process 1 ading to th acquisition of an ISh t o compon nt . 

ith an v lu tion of org ni tion n lth 
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use of it, hence this ensures there is a match between the functional strength 

of the IS and the intended needs to which it is addressed. 

Many organizations have invested in IS in an ad hoc manner, dealing with 

each new system on its own merit. The result is IS which are incompatible, 

duplicate effort, and fail to impact organizational effectiveness. Some 

mechanism is therefore needed to guide and coordinate the use of 

Information systems (Heeks, 1995). 

2.3.3 SYSTEMS TRAINING 

People not machines are the key to the success of business. Both time and 

money should be set aside for training staff in the use of the IS equipment 

and in educating them to understand the full benefits of the new technology. 

If a change is introduced , dealing with people becomes important. 

Organization change may be necessary to optimize the benefits of 

technology, therefore the deployment of staff is a critical factor that must be 

considered at the onset of any IS investment. 

The only way to integrate technology successfully into an organization is to 

involve the people who will actually use it. Staff at the working level usually 

have a genuine concern about efficient working practices of how a business 

operates. Specialists can be used who can bring the greater benefit of 

wisdom to a business without pitfalls of a learning curve. Organisations can 

COnduct a cross impact analysis whose starting point is to categorize change 

nd Prioritize those issu s which are most likely to affect the organization. 

norm tion m an m prof ion c n r 
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working with management to assess likely features. Only with significant 

understanding of their firms business and issues can information systems 

professionals take full advantage of opportunities technology is providing, 

deciding how to secure the firms information systems, protect its 

competencies and advantages and so be part of the solution rather than 

being part of the problem. All other things being equal, the leader who is 

fluent enough in IS to maintain a proprietary edge will come out ahead. 

Information systems professionals have to be in the forefront if they are to 

realize their full potential. A unique systems approach is needed in 

articulating the business problems and the IS's possible contributions to their 

solutions. A true systems approach will safeguard the IS community use of 

information systems and ensure the right systems are put in place. IS 

professional must take positions of influence framing the major strategic 

issues and use their expertise to shape and respond to this strategic 

information flows and only then offer technical expertise to improve the quality 

of the information or to improve control on these issues. 

2.3.4 
SYSTEM TESTING 

A system must be thoroughly tested before implementation, otherwise there is 

a danger that the new system will go live with faults that might prove too 

costly. The scope of tests and trials will vary with the size of the system. 

Three types of testing are identified, program testing which test all the 

Pro rams ith dummy data. system testing which tests the interface between 

in i idual programs in a system and in the overall system, acceptanc t sting 

r h us r dep rtm nts ill nt to carry o 1t t ts or tri on the y t m, 

or brou ht from (Cutl . 
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2.3.5 SYSTEM CONVERSION 

The initial operation of a computer based system can be a difficult task. 

Conversion process occurs where the personnel, procedures, equipment, 

input/output forms, nd d tabase of the old information system are replaced 

with the new systems. Changeover process can be made using different 

approaches (O'Brien, 1993). Direct changeover is where the old system is 

completely replaced by the new system in one move. This may be 

unavoidable when the two systems are substantially different or where the 

new system is a real time system. Parallel changeover where both old and 

new system are run in parallel for a period of time both processing current 

data and enabling cross checking to be made. This method provides a 

degree of safety should there be problems with the new system. The main 

problem is the delay in the implementation, a possible indication of lack of 

confidence with the new system. Phased changeover where only a few 

departments are converted at a time. This approach is suitable for large 

projects or those where distinct parts of the organisation are geographically 

dispersed. Pilot change is where the new system is tested in one site until 

developers feel it can be implemented throughout the organization. The 

approach is cheaper and easier to control and provides a greater degree of 

safety (Scott, 1986). 

The timing of the implementation process is important. The new system 

hould be installed and became operational at a time convenient to the users. 

Th management should be careful when selecting th conv rsion m thod or 

com ina ion of m tho . 



2.3.6 ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS 

Organisational issues concerning structure have to be considered during the 

implementation of information systems. Developments in computer 

applications have also led the world in directions not foreseen three decades 

ago, many organiLations have flattened eliminating many middle 

management positions (Redman, 1995). The Organisational issues 

pertaining to implementing a computer based system are concerned with the 

grouping of computer resources into logical and efficient units so as to carry 

out plans and adhere to goals. The final decision of the approach depends 

on the management policy and philosophy of the business firm concerned. 

Through their policies firms have to determine organisational structures that 

can better cope with the technology. 

Security issues to safeguard the physical asset of the system both hardware 

and software, prevent system attack and penetration by unauthorized 

persons, protect the privacy rights of people using the system, physically 

protect the computer resources against natural and manmade disasters such 

as fire, flood and theft have to be considered. 

Management support is necessary for IS implementation projects to succeed. 

The influence of IS on the way business, people, building and services 

function is felt everywhere, it is no longer an area to be left to an IS specialist 

alone. In any project to implement or expand technology, an executive of 

direc or status should be appointed to steer the project and be responsible for 

coordina ion and integration betwe n and across all aspects of the busin ss. 
T 
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fellow directors. In order to achieve success in IS implementation there is 

need to identify a person who directly reports to the top management. 

2.3.7 POST IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW 

The final step of the systems approach recognizes that an implemented 

solution can fail to solve the problem for which it was developed. The real 

world has a way of confounding even the most well designed solutions. 

Therefore the results of implementing a solution should be monitored and 

evaluated. This is called postimplementation review process, since the 

success of a solution is reviewed after it is implemented. The focus of this is 

to determine if the implemented solution has indeed helped the firm and 

selected subsystems meet their objectives. If not the systems approach 

assumes you will cycle back to a previous step and make another attempt to 

find a workable solution (O'Brien, 1993). A comparison should be made of 

objectives and original cost benefit submissions against actual performance 

and actual value. This review is important so that any unforeseen problems 

may be solved and to confirm that it is achieving and will continue to achieve 
the d · 

estred results. The techniques used in project evaluation mirror the 

techniques used in earlier stages of the development process hence a cost 
benefit review can be used 



2.3.8 OTHER FACTORS 

Commitment impl ies an organisation determination to carry its endeavors to a 

successful conclusion. In a sense, it is about the ability of those who work in 
the organisation to have to resolve to carry through a decision and live with 

its consequences. B c use installation of IS has many consequences, many 

involving non trivial changes to work practice and organizational structure a 

high degree of commitment is necessary. 

The nature of the implementation process taken reflect the overall 

management style and the importance they attach to an IS. Successful 

implementation requires clear plan, the timing of the project, the training of 

users. The organisational familiarity and experience with standardised ways 

of working determines level of implementation success. Land (1992), is of the 

view that the main cause of failure is lack of managerial competence. 

IS helps the organisation achieve its objectives. If the objective are not 

known it becomes difficult to prioritize and review IS contribution to the 

organisation. A survey should be undertaken to prioritize both the 

organisation's information related problems and information related 

opportunities presented by technological developments. One should 
establish organisational information requirements required to suP1Jort the 

organisation key activities (Heeks, 1995). A large number of variables 

associated with perceived failure center about poor coordination and human 

r lations patterns. Therefore, in order to minimise the chances of perceived 
failur IS manager should be advised to put h avy mphasis on 

in 
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Other major issues affecting IS are finance and skill constraints; Sociocultural 

constraints including political pressure; conflicting forces of centralisation, 

standardisation and decentralization; technical issues such as downsizing, 

access to and attitude of IS vendors and developers. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

The objective of the study is to come up with the factors considered important 

in successful implementation of information systems. A cross sectional 

descriptive study will be undertaken to provide details of the variables of 

interest at a single point in time. A descriptive study is ideal since it allows 

inferences to be made about the relationship of the variables. Descriptive 

studies are used when the researcher intends to describe the characteristic 

of certain groups, to estimate the proportion of people who behave in a 

certain way or to make specific predictions (Churchill, 1991 ). 

3.2 POPULATION OF THE STUDY 

The population of the study will consist of all registered commercial banks in 

Kenya see appendix II obtained from Central Bank of Kenya dated 

September 1997, branches of the banks will not be considered as separate 

entities. Given the size of the population a census study will be done. The 

rationale behind the selection is that the commercial banking sector is the 

most computerised in the industry and information technology systems have 

become a strategic tool critical to their survival. Many of the banks are 

spending a large proportion of their budgets on the state of the art information 

systems to be able to compete effectively. 



3.3 DATA SPECIFICATION AND COLLECTION 

Primary data was collected using questionnaires personally administered by 

the researcher where the interviewee could not get time, the questionnaire 

was dropped and picked at an agreed date. The questions have been 

developed from the study of pertinent literature. The data is non causal since 

no cause and effect can be made since they describe the relationship among 

variables. 

The questionnaires contains statements that reflect the research problem and 

comprises different sections to simplify the work of the respondents and for 

clarification purposes. A five (5) point Likert Scale was constructed to test the 

differences between the various factors. The questionnaire was addressed to 

the information technology managers who were seen to have the necessary 

information. 

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 

The data collected was analysed using descriptive statistics and Factor 

Analysis . Factor Analysis summarizes important information contained in the 

data by a few number of factors and the identification of the constructs or 

dimensions that underlie the observed variables. It isolates and eliminates 

variables that do not seem to belong with the rest of the variables, as well as 

to name the dimension captured by a measure. Thus the principal 

component analysis reveals how several measures of a domain can be 

combined in a single measure. To improve interpretation, the princ1pal 

component solutions will be orthogonal rotated using varimax rotation, 

empirical evidence indicates that varimax tends to produce loading th t ar 

mor int rpretabl r sui ing to isolation of f ctor und rlying t of 
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Principal component analysis is used to transform a set of interrelated 

variables into a set of unrelated linear combinations of these variables. Thus 

the principal component analysis reveals how several measures of a domain 

can be combined in single measure, the first component, to produce 

maximum discrimin lion mong objects along a single dimension. The 

variation accounted for by each component also indicates when independent 

dimensions, or components are needed to adequately define the domain 

under investigation. 

To perform the factor analysis SPSS package will be used. 



CHAPTER4 

RESULT ND DATA ANALYSIS 

Fifty three questionnaires were issued to commercial banks listed in 

appendix II. Thirty five (35) questionnaires out of the fifty three distributed 

were successfully completed representing 60% of the respondents, these was 

used as the basis for data analysis and was considered successful to 

facilitate the completion of the study. 

4.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 

Table 4.1 Number of Branches Operated Countrywide 

Branches Frequency Percentage 
Less than 5 25 71 
Between 6 to 1 0 7 20 
Between 11 to 1 5 0 0 
Greater than 15 3 9 
Total 35 100 

Table 4.2 Number of Branches Computerised Countrywide 

Branches Frequency Percentage 
Less than 5 25 71 
Between 6 to 1 0 7 20 
Between 11 to 15 0 0 
Greater than 15 3 9 
Total 35 35 

From table 4.1 and 4.2 the number of branches operated and the number of 

branches computerised are the same hence one can conclude that all 

branches are computerised. Majority of the respondents (71 %) operated less 

than 5 branches, 20% operated 6 to 9 branches, none of them operated 
between 11 to 15 branches while the remaining 9% operated more than 15 
branches countrywide. 



Table 4.3 Duration Of Utilization Of Computers 

Years Frequency Percentaqe 
Less than 5 9 26 
Between 6 to 1 0 11 31 
Between 11 to 1 5 2 6 
Greater than 15 13 37 
Total 35 100 

From analysis of Table 4.3 majority of the respondents (37%) have used 

computers for more than 15 years. This shows most of the respondents first 

utilised computers in the early eighties which coincides with the arrival of the 

first personal computers. This observation is consistent with the findings of 

Richu (1991) and Nyambane (1996). 26% of the respondents have used 

computers for less than 5 years, 32% between 6 to 10 years and the 

remaining 6% have used computers for a duration of 11 to 15 years. 

Table 4.4 Organisations With Information Technology Managers 

Frequency Percentage 
Organisations with IT Managers 27 77 
Organisations without IT Manaqers 8 23 
Total 35 35 

Table 4.5 Reporting Structures For Organisations With IT Managers 

Frequency Percentaqe 
Managing/Executive Director 13 48 
General Manager 6 22 
Operations Manager 8 30 
Total 27 100 

Table 4.6 Reporting Structures For Organisations Without IT Managers 

Finance Mana er 

From table 4.4 majority of the respondents currently have IT managers in 

charg of the comput r operations (77%) within the organis lion. IT 

m nag rs in mos of thes org nisations r port to th m n ging ir ctor 

{ 8%). 22% r port o th m n r i h 30% r ortin to th 
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consistent with observations made in other sectors where information 

technology is not given the adequate attention it deserves like the traditional 

accounting, marketing and production department who in most cases have a 

representative at the board level. Despite not having a director at the board 

level the reporting structures on table 4.5 clearly shows that IT managers 

reports to the top m n gement because of the high stakes the technology 

holds in the survival of the business. 

For all respondents who did not have IT managers the finance manager was 

in charge of the computer operations. This is common in many sectors with 

IT operations being started as part of the finance department and later 

growing into an independent department. 

Table 4.7 Information Systems Activities Outsourced 

Frequency Percentage 
Training 20 57 
Systems Development 17 48 
Systems Maintenance 22 62 

Table 4.8 Reasons For Outsourcing Information Systems Activities 

Cost benefit factors 
Value for money 
Lack of adequate skills locally 
Use of standard applications within the banking sector 
Availability of support locally 
Vendors have better exposure dealing directly with the suppliers of the products 
Inadequate training facilities 
Development is a one time occurrence hence no need for permanent people 
Rapid changes in Technology in the computer industry 

From analysis of table 4.7 majority of the respondents are outsourcing the1r IS 

activities covering training, development and system maintenance. Systems 

development covers up to the implementation phase, hence one can 

conclude systems implementation in most cases is done in conjunction with 

vendors. Th reasons giv n for outsourcing information sy t m ctiviti 

iv n in .8 ith m jority o r spon nt tn ic tin th t it i n or co t 



effective for activities to be done by third parties instead of engaging staff in 

activities which are time consuming and of no value to the business. 

Table 4.9 Hardware Platform 

Platform Frequency Percentage 
Mainframe 0 0 
Minicomputers 6 17 
Microcomputers 35 100 

From table 4.9 none of the respondents currently uses a mainframe system 

with all the respondents using microcomputers and 17% using minicomputers. 

With the current growth in the power of microprocessors within the computers, 

many organisations are opting to go for microcomputers with the same 

functionalities or more powerful than the old mainframe but at a lower cost. 

Table 4.10 Network Platform 

Network Environment Frequen9'_ Percentage 
Yes 32 91 
No 3 9 
Total 35 100 

Table 4.11 Organisations With IS Steering Committees 

Steering Committees Frequency Percent~e 
Yes 26 74 
No 9 26 
Total 35 100 

From table 4.10 majority of the banks have information systems operating in a 

network environment this can be attributed to increased functionalities and 

cost reductions attributed to networked systems. Implementation on a 

network platform is more complex having to incorporate the usage of a 

network operating systems and other accessories associated with a network, 

an example of a network application is the information system supporting the 

automated teller machines currently b ing used by many banks to improv 

customer service and r due the qu ues on the ban ing hall, th e yst m 
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outlay required to implement information systems on the network 

environment. 

From table 4.11 majority of the respondents have a steering committee to 

spearhead IT projects (74%) thi ensures user involvement during information 

systems implementation. 

Table 4.12 Application Packages Used 

Fr~uency Percentage 
Customised 9 24 
Off -the - shelf 2 5 
Both 35 100 

From table 4.12 majority of the respondents are using both customised and 

off-the-shelf applications. Applications bought off-the-shelf have to be 

customised to meet local needs given their generality in order to meet 

different customers needs in different markets. Currently banks have the 

options of using applications developed locally or using applications 

developed from abroad . Respondents noted that applications developed 

locally are much cheaper to support while those from abroad are quite 

expensive and difficu lt to maintain. 

Table 4.13 Success Rate For Information Systems 

Frequency Percentage 
Less than 25% 0 0 
Between 25 to 50% 3 9 
Between 51 to 75% 17 48 
Greater than 75% 15 43 

The success rate for various IT projects is shown in table 4.13. 9% of the 

respondents indicated a success of 25 to 50%, 48% indicated a success of 51 

to 75% while 43% indicated a success rate of above 75%. Hence a total of 

91% of the r spondents had a success rate of above 50%. The d cision on 

th r syst ms ucc ssful or not I ft on th IT m n 
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success as the level of implementation of the promised deliverables and user 

satisfaction with installed systems. 

Table 4.14 Services Offered By Suppliers During System Development 

Testing 
Implementation 
Selection of Information syst rns 
Technical and softwar support 
Backup systems 
Training 
Standby support personnel 

Table 4.15 Steps Taken To Ensure Smooth Transition During Implementation 

Parallel runs 
User involvement 
System simulation 
Involvement of consultants 
Training 
Documentation 

Table 4.16 Difficulties Faced During Initial Implementation 

Inadequate time schedules 
Input errors from the users 
Fear of new systems 
Poor planning 
Inadequate training 
Delays before implementation 
User resistance 
Vendors unreliability 
Inadequate systems testing 
Lack of adequate funding 
Inadequate personnel 

From table 4.14 suppliers offer different services during the implementation 

phase - they assist the organisation in selecting systems based on 

organisations specifications, test the new systems in conjunction with the 

organisation, provide technical expertise and training. During the actual 

implementation som organisation use parall I runs and syst m simulation 

b for ully mb r ing into a n they provi qu t 
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proper planning and coordination some difficulties shown on table 4.16 

experienced during the implementation process can be overcome. 

Table 4.17 Statements Used In The Questionnaire 

1. The Organisation sets cl mly stabli h d success criteria and objectives known to all 

project participants 
2. There are adequat planning, control and reporting procedures in place 

3. Business/Administrative skil~ ap~rt from technical skills are essential for IT managers 

4. Staff movement in the IT department disrupts the implementation processes 

5. The organisation uses new untested technology 

6. There is a clear acquisition policy for information systems 

7. The organisation has a strategic policy for IT 

8. Understanding the relative importance of cost, schedule and technical performance goals 

is made clear to all project participants 

9. User training on information systems is an ongoing process 

10. The organisation suppliers offer facilities for emergency backup purposes 

11. The organisation considers the suppliers financial position and industry market prospects 

12. Suppliers offer adequate after sales services 

13. The organisation ensures new Information systems are compatible with current systems 

14. Adequate change procedures are put in place before the implementation is started 

15. The IT manager has sufficient influence and authority 

16. Continuous communication between all project participants is maintained 

17. There is active participation during decision making and problem solving by all 

participants 
18. Emphasis is placed on proper coordination between IT staff, the users and the 

management during the implementation process 

19. The organisation sets realistic schedules 

20. New systems pose legal implications during the implementation 

21. The organisation makes accurate initial cost estimates for the new information systems 

22. IT projects get adequate funding 

23. Management are committed to established schedules, and technical performance goals 

24. Users are committed to established schedules and technical performance goals 

25. The organisation conducts a postimplementation review to monitor performance 

26. Systems are user friendly, designed to be safe, comfortable and easy to use 

27. Ability for new systems to connect to existing networks 

28. Environmental requirements like power 

29. Availability of systems that can best util ize new resource 

30. Support and maintenance services provided locally 

31 . Duration for Installation of new systems 

32. Emergency backup facilities for new systems 

33. Control procedures for errors, malfunction and improper use 

34. Documentation with user friendly instructions 

35. Abili ty to Integrate with the current systems 

36. Processing Speed 
37. Capac11y to accommodate growth in volumes 

38. Cost for Information ~terns 

39. Expandab1lity/Upgradab1hty 

40. Availability of su~ute produc!! 1n _!h_E! market 

41. User resistance to new lnformat1on~m Is very common. 



Table 4.18 Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Mean Std Deviation Variance 
1 2.12 1.01 1.027 
2 1.96 0.79 0.623 
3 1.48 0.87 0.76 
4 2.64 1.50 2.240 
5 3.84 1.31 1.723 
6 2 16 1.28 1.640 - --2 08 1.08 1.160 7 -
8 2.2 1.22 1.500 

9 1.92 1.04 1.077 

10 2.00 1.12 1.250 
11 1.96 0 .~3 0.873 

12 2.20 0.91 0.833 
13 2.04 0.89 0.790 

14 2.16 1.11 1.223 
15 2 .1 2 1.09 1.193 

16 2.08 1.04 1.077 

17 2.24 1.09 1.190 
18 2.04 0.89 0.790 
19 2.36 1.08 1.157 

20 2.64 1.29 1.657 

21 2.16 1.07 1.140 
22 2.08 1.10 1.210 
23 2.12 0.88 0.777 
24 2.32 0.80 0.643 

25 2.40 1.26 1.583 

26 1.64 0.81 0.657 
27 1.88 1.01 1.027 
28 1.80 0.71 0.500 
29 1.76 0.66 0.44 
30 1.36 0.49 0.240 
31 1.88 0.67 0.443 
32 1.44 0.58 0.340 
33 1.56 0.58 0.340 
34 1.72 0.89 0.793 
35 1.60 0.76 0.583 
36 1.76 1.98 3.940 
37 1.44 0.51 0 257 
38 1.72 0.84 0.710 
39 1.52 0.51 0.26 
40 2.04 1.27 1.6232 . 
41 2.40 1.19 1.417 



Table 4.19 Factor Analysis Communality and Eigenvalues 

Variable Communality Factor Eigen Percent of Cumulative 
Value Variance Percent 

1 0.88197 1 14.16244 34.5 34.5 
2 0.94316 2 5.56537 13.6 48.1 
3 0.90064 3 3.76763 9.2 57.3 
4 0.87791 4 3.16213 7.7 65.0 
5 0.77153 5 2.32621 5.7 70.7 
6 0.89474 6 2.04659 5.0 75.7 
7 0.91277 7 1.65982 4.0 79.7 
8 0.88460 8 1.33221 3.2 83.0 
9 0.80836 9 1.19803 2.9 85.9 
10 0.90164 10 1.11925 2.7 88.6 
11 0.84469 
12 0.89064 
13 0.97388 
14 0.71625 
15 0.97653 
16 0.95334 
17 0.92031 
18 0.92351 
19 0.76099 
20 0.63807 
21 0.91788 
22 0.96495 
23 0.96270 
24 0.86475 
25 0.92522 
26 0.93222 
27 0.95156 
28 0.87925 
29 0.84873 
30 0.80127 
31 0.85430 
32 0.85179 
33 0.97430 
34 0.95549 
35 0.95847 
36 0.85464 
37 0.85619 
38 0.93163 
39 0.95760 
40 0.89271 
41 0.82848 



4.2 FACTOR ANALYSIS 

In reducing the number of variables, factor analysis procedures was used to 

retain as much of the information as possible and to make the remaining 

variables meaningful and as e sy to work with as possible. The respondents 

were asked for their opinion on a 1 to 5, agree disagree Likert scale on the 

statements listed in table 4.17 

Table 4.19 indicates the communality and the Eigen values extracted through 

factor analysis. The eigen values extracted 1 0 factors, the ten factors 

explained 88 .6 percent of the variation. Each of the original input variables 

has associated with it a variance reflecting the variation of the 35 

respondents . The amount of variance for each variable that is explained or 

accounted for by the factor is the communality of the variable. Communality 

is the percentage of a variable variance that contributes to the correlation with 

other variables or is common to other variables. The percentage of variance 

(Pet of Var) explained is the summary measure indicating how much of the 

total original variance of all the 41 variables is explained by the factor. From 

the above table Factor 1 explains 14.16244 percent while factor 2 explains 

5.56537 percent. The achieved communalities were high with only one 

variable having a value of less than 70 percent thus the factors explain most 

of the variation . 



Table 4.20 Final Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix (Factor Loadings) 

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

V1 0.54889 0.58721 0.37937 -0.07091 -0 .04165 

V2 0.50696 0.51183 0 59217 -0.12355 -0.00323 

V3 0.14880 -0.02640 0 13502 0.20404 0.34392 

V4 0.07081 0.39039 0 15400 0.47027 0.63440 

V5 -0.59786 0.00480 0 12905 0.00896 -0.56253 

V6 0.44150 0.38162 0.62330 0.08254 0.13378 

V7 0.33166 0.17785 0.72427 0.15647 0.30465 

V8 0.88522 0.05738 0.27339 0.00783 0.04198 

V9 0.28085 0.38127 0.52085 0.25857 0.39365 

V10 0.27281 -0 .13619 0.48109 0.31001 -.009191 

V11 0.13200 0.02027 0.41386 0.63303 -0 .16768 

V12 0.63566 0.16269 -0 .05823 0.17677 -0.06881 

V13 0.47203 0-.04658 0.08740 0.11509 -0.15840 

V14 0.35902 0.20244 0.62045 -0 .23590 0.21208 

V15 0.83807 0. 16652 0.11719 -0 .07118 0.32193 

V16 0.95371 0.03054 0.14422 0.04373 0.07428 

V17 0.90224 0.13163 0.19668 -0 .00640 -0.04412 

V18 0.89532 -0 .09100 0.06953 0.20003 0.07238 

V19 0.71548 0.07544 0.10927 0.02479 0.14971 

V20 0.36605 0.15022 0.00499 -0 .24815 0.15617 

V21 0.70124 -0 .16638 0.11073 0.19817 -0.52249 

V22 0.71095 0.27978 0.07754 -0 .10469 0.43621 

V23 0.70772 0.23832 0.21746 -0 .13849 0.45123 

V24 0.09622 0.13572 0.86670 0.11923 0.06147 

V25 0.78556 0.23964 0.31551 0.13632 0.05707 

V26 0.02276 0.43181 0.44875 0.25721 0.35419 

V27 0.64708 0.54123 -0 .07467 0.02630 0.29453 

V28 -0 .01233 0.7711 7 0.33091 0.12334 -0.08390 

V29 -0.04564 0.04586 0.16711 0.1 5165 -0.26863 

V30 0.00837 0.08575 0.02067 0.86483 -0.04938 

V31 -0 .19039 0.29636 0.1 6082 0.601 70 -0 .01 004 

V32 0.10602 0.2671 2 -0.09780 0.80498 0.11372 

V33 0.05670 0.85115 0.05694 0.38633 0.19432 

V34 0.23299 0.80815 0.24545 0.09514 0.17453 

V35 0.61660 0-.00170 -0 40393 0.44130 -0 .10660 

V36 0.06398 0.04037 0.06607 0.29472 -0.03800 

V37 0.09215 0.51157 0 13767 0 20540 -0.01172 

V38 0.33984 -0.24565 -0.08708 0 46607 -0.07403 

V39 0.05689 0.09891 0.19160 0.71406 0.44424 

V40 0.47103 0 18362 -0.04760 0.00986 -0.01225 

V41 0.18581 0.03754 0.20178 0.00627 0.85793 



Variable Factor Factor 7 Factor 8 Factor 9 Factor 10 

V1 .18572 .09519 .14623 -.13210 -.05286 

V2 .07185 .19503 -.09566 -.06944 -.03282 

V3 .00299 .80858 -.05685 -.06689 -.19529 

V4 -. 12038 .18631 .13868 -.05415 -.04230 

V5 -.07912 .18797 - 18674 06476 -.01559 

V6 -.17072 .15256 22100 .19925 -.00458 

V7 -.08504 .01139 28614 -. 18100 -.08540 

V8 .02692 .13038 00459 -.05799 .00407 

V9 -.04417 -.03808 .14630 -.02821 -.25576 

V10 -.41289 .10635 - 36392 .16646 .36155 

V11 -.13323 .43251 -.01453 .13719 -.05372 

V12 .06500 -.10159 -.62980 .05108 .08327 

V13 .16956 .09100 .01572 .81244 -.07480 

V14 .15801 .03264 -.12043 .11879 .07839 

V15 .03655 .07783 -.07629 .33041 .04014 

V16 -.01072 .06826 -.02168 -.00332 .09674 

V17 .13766 -.07230 .02950 -.00187 .15242 

V18 .01405 .22234 .04313 .09530 -.05460 

V19 .21167 -.08886 -.11341 .28513 -.24810 

V20 .56329 .19463 -.01378 .19535 .04464 

V21 .09681 .00917 .18013 .10016 -.14830 

V22 .20068 -.19667 -.09828 .29131 .02217 

V23 .06426 .05712 .09379 .27148 -.21232 

V24 .00529 .13380 -.00159 .1 7525 .13880 

V25 .12361 -.00252 -.09079 -.32038 .05594 

V26 .32249 -.39670 .23339 -.18790 .03341 

V27 .26630 -.24255 .03020 .10641 .07016 

V28 .20547 .16082 .23139 .17156 .03981 

V29 .05201 .72098 .37466 .15862 .18282 

V30 -.03468 -.00311 -.03003 .03065 .20000 

V31 .45963 .19088 -.23069 .16479 -.11897 

V32 -.22533 .08905 .15636 .00431 .12464 

V33 .04331 -.06262 -.07556 .12312 .17236 

V34 .03107 -.14662 -.00509 -.33694 -.11098 

V35 .15128 -.13528 -.10583 .08841 -.38574 

V36 .02250 - 07979 .00244 -.04348 .86457 

V37 -.01839 12630 .71134 .04407 .02192 

V38 .48070 -.27293 .19103 .11342 -.41302 

V39 .30050 .15240 .08688 -.24998 .13067 

V40 .78820 -.09935 -.04747 02483 .02484 

V41 .06903 .03956 -.07240 -.05464 -.03453 

Each solution is generated by a factor rotation scheme, a varimax rotation 

scheme was done on the initial factor matrix. The logic is that the 

lnterpr tation is easiest when the variable factor correlation ar eith r close to 

or -1 indicating a clear ssociation b 

or clo to z ro in icating a cl r I c· of 

n the v ri bl nd th factor, 

oc tion. lnt rpr t tion 



upon factor loadings which are the correlation between the factors and the 

original variables. Table 4.20 above indicates the factor loadings of the finally 

rotated matrix. For example the correlation between variable 1 and factor 1 is 

0.054889 showing no correlation between the factor and the variable. The 

factor loading provides n indication of which original variables are correlated 

with each factor and the extent of the correlation. The coefficients 

represented in the table indicate both the regression weights and correlation 

coefficients. 

Table 4.21 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 1 

Understanding the relative importance of cost, schedule and technical performance goals is 
made clear to all project participants 
There is active participation during decision making and problem solving by all participants 
Emphasis is placed on proper coordination between IT staff, the users and the management 
during the implementation process 
Continuous communication between all project participants is maintained 
The IT manager has sufficient influence and authority 
The organisation sets realistic schedules 
The organisation makes accurate initial cost estimates for the new information systems 
The organisation conducts a postimplementation review to monitor performance 
Management are committed to established schedules, and technical performance goals 
IT projects get adequate funding 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 1 are shown in table 4.21. Factor 1 can 

be named participation of all key players in the implementation process. 

Management must be committed to established standards and schedules with 

continous coordination and communication between all project participants 

throughout the implementation process. When IT management have 

adequate authority to implement decisions, coordination between project 

participants is much easier to achieve. 



Table 4.22 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 2 

The organisation sets clearly established success criteria and objectives known to all project 
participants 
Environmental requirements like power influence systems reliability 

--~-L---------L----------------~ Control procedures for errors, malfunction and improper use must be in place 
Documentation with user friendly instruction 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 2 are shown in table 4.22. Factor 2 

can be named adequate control procedures during IS implementation. Before 

systems are implemented clear success criteria and objective must be in 

place to provide a feedback mechanism to monitor implementation of the 

systems. Physical and logical controls to protect information systems from 

errors, fraud and environmental variables are all required to ensure systems 

are implemented successfully. Documentation for referral purposes should 

be in place during the implementation of new systems. 

Table 4.23 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 3 

The organisation has a strategic policy for IT 
There is a clear acquisition policy 
There are adequate planning, control and reporting procedures in place 
User training on information systems is an ongoing process 
Users are committed to established schedules and technical performance goals 
Adequate change procedures are put in place before the implementation is started 
Systems are user friendly, designed to be safe, comfortable and easy to use 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 3 are shown in table 4.23. Factor 3 can 

be named strategic planing for information systems implementation. 

Organisation should have clear policies and reporting procedures guiding 

implementation of new systems. The strategies should take into 

consideration the users who will use the system, they should be adequately 

trained to use the new systems, these systems should be user fri ndly. 

A quat chang proce ures must be in plac to ensur n w syst ms do 

not i rupt t curr nt tup n r ily cc pt y th u r . 



Table 4.24 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 4 

Support and maintenance services provided locally 

The organisation suppliers offer facilities for emergency backup purposes 

The organisation considers the suppliers financial position and industry market prospects 

Duration for Installation of new equipm~nt 

Emergency backup facilities 
Expandability/Upgradability 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 4 are shown in table 4.24. Factor 4 can 

be named suppliers reliability. Suppliers should offer reliable services during 

the implementation phase with the ability to · offer backup facilities and 

expertise to fall back to when difficulties are encountered. Suppliers play an 

important role during the implementation since they are in direct contact with 

the main suppliers of the systems being used hence they have a wider 

experience on the new systems being implemented . They should be 

committed to established time schedules to ensure new information systems 

are implemented on time. The facilities chosen should be upgradable to 

accommodate growth in the business. 

Table 4.25 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 5 

Staff movement in the IT department disrupts the implementation processes 

User resistance to new Information system is very common. 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 5 are shown in table 4.25. Factor 5 can 

be labeled disruption in the current organisation setup. New systems are 

likely to disrupt the current organisational setup with users likely to resist new 

systems. Staff movements especially during the implementation of new 

systems creates a lot of reorganisation forcing people to readjust to new 

setups all the time. 



Table 4.26 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 6 

New systems pose legal implications during the implementation 
Availability of substitute products in the market 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 6 are shown in table 4.26. Factor 6 can 

be labeled availability for altern tive products. Organisation should have 

alternative sources which they can turn back to when they encounter 

problems with the current suppliers for example when your supplier ceases 

operation, the organisation should get support from other suppliers. 

Table 4.27 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 7 

Availability of systems that can best utilize new resources 
Business/Administrative skills apart from technical skills are essential for IT managers 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 7 are shown in table 4.27. Factor 7 can 

be labeled business understanding. For information systems to work 

effectively for the business you need to align IT strategies with the business 

strategies. IT managers should receive training on administrative and 

business administration skills to understand new systems. 

Table 4.28 Statements Loading heavily on Factor 8 

Suppliers offers adequate after sales services 
Capacity 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 8 are shown in table 4.28. Factor 8 can 

be labeled adequate capacity for the new system to support growth in the 

business. 



Table 4.29 Statement Loading heavily on to Factor 9 

I The organisation ensures new Information systems are compatible with current systems 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 9 are shown in table 4.29. Factor 9 can 

be labeled compatibility of new systems with existing systems. The 

organisation needs to consider the whole information system from an 

organisational perspective and not concentrate on a single unit since all the 

information systems are meant to work together. 

Table 4.30 Statement Loading heavily on to Factor 10 

I Processing Speed 

Statements loading heavily on Factor 10 are shown in table 4.30. Factor 10 

can be labeled speed of operation of the information system. The processing 

speed determines the amount of time spent during processing, when the 

system is slow users tend to resist the systems. 



CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY AND ON LUSION 

This section will summarize the findings of the study in relation to the 

objective of the study, the conclusions, limitation of the study and 

suggestions for further research . 

5.1 SUMMARY 

The objective of the study was to determine factors considered important in 

the successful implementation of information technology systems. The 

literature reviewed gave some suggestions on variables which leads to 

successful implementation of information system projects in developed 

countries. From the find ings of the study there is a clear relationships in the 

factors observed locally and those in developed countries. 

The study indicates that majority of the organisations have achieved a high 

level of computerisation with all respondents having computerised majority of 

the banking operations in all their branches. From the study 91% of the 

respondents had a success rate in systems implementation greater than 50 

percent. 

From the study the following factors were determined to be important during 

the implementation of information systems. Participation of all key players in 

the implementation process this includes top management, systems staff, 

users and the suppliers. Adequate control procedures should b in plac to 

monitor th proc ss. Strat ic planing for in ormation sy t m n ur s 

li nm n o m Y ' h u In thu h 1~ in in 

tr mhmn i u n in urin 1m I m nt t•on. 



crucial given the role they play during and after the implementation. During 

the actual implementation phase the organisation structures tends to be 

adjusted and care has to be taken to prepare people well in advance for them 

to be more receptive to new systems. Availability for alternative products 

should be in place in case of ystems breakdown or vendors ceasing 

operations. Organisations should not rely on the vendors this ensures 

continuity in operations. The IT managers should have some business 

understanding for them to utilise new system more effectively. There should 

be adequate capacity for the new system to support growth in business with 

the new systems being compatible with the current existing systems. The 

speed of operation of the information system should be acceptable to improve 

performance of current operations. 

5.2 CONCLUSION 

With the tremendous improvements in information technology and communications, 

information systems have become essential components of implementation of 

virtually all corporate strategies. The increasing emphasis on the competitiveness has 

Jed to a new emphasis on the competitive advantage through effective utilisation of 

information systems hence infom1ation systems should address fundamental 

requirements of the business to gain competitive advantage. rganisations are 

focusing on buying olutions to the business problems rather than on buying the 

nc\ e t and fa te t y tem . rganisation must carcfull idcntif the s ·stems th y 

will u • nd, hat bt:n fit they can t.:. ·pt: t t rcaliz fr m them and cart:fully plan fl r 

th ir impl m nt ti n. 
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led to stiff competition for survival in the market with many banks having to use 

information systems to enable them compete mor eftl ctively. 

Second there is a high rate of uccc in imf I m ntati n of information systems in the 

banking sector with many organisali )Jl • l in' left with little option but to do the right 

thing the first time bccuu .' r lh high financial implications of systems failing. 

Thirdly, the factor con idered important in the successful implementation of 

information systems in Kenya shm: a lot of similarity with the variables which have 

been observed in de eloped countries. The extent to which certain factors are 

dominant that is they are sufficient in themselves to determine the outcome of the 

implementation and how the factors are linked together is difficult to determine at this 

stage but association between the factors is very possible. 

What is needed given the present state of knowledge are a set of guidelines which list 

the relevant factors pertinent to the process of installation of information systems. 

This enables management better prepare the organisation and to select systems which 

can best achie e the results. This study has successfully contributed in providing such 

a guideline and \Viii help many organisations during the implementation of new 

syst ms. 

5.3 LIMITATIONS 

Few studies have been done in the area of information systems 

implementation with the focus mainly being on the approaches to different 

types of systems development. As a result information in this area was very 

limit 



The criteria used to determine the success rate for the implementation for 

information systems was left solely on the information technology managers. 

This can lead to subjective and biased responses. 

Some of the organisations considered the information being sought to 

sensitive to divulge to the public as a result they may not give a true picture 

for fear the information could be used by their competitors. 

The amount of time for the study was too short as a result the research 

concentrated only on the commercial banks, with more time the study could 

have captured the views from other sectors. 

5.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

From the findings of the study further research is recommended in the 

following areas: 

Research should be done to determine how different organisation measure 

their success criteria for information systems implementation. 

Further research should be done in strategic planning for information 

technology systems to see how information systems strategies can be aligned 

with business strategies to achieve a competitive edge in Kenya. 

Replicate studies should be carried out in different sectors to see the 

correlation of these 1ndings with those obtained in other sectors. 
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Dear Sir/Madam 

RE: ANALYSIS OF FACTORS CONSIDERED IMPORTANT IN THE 

SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS: A 

CASE FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS IN KENYA 

I am a postgraduate student at the faculty of commerce, University of Nairobi. 

As part of my MBA course requirements I am undertaking a research project 

that seeks to establish factors considered important in successful 

implementation of information systems with a special emphasis in the 

commercial banks in Kenya. 

To satisfy the information requirement for this research I am administering a 

questionnaire to people in the industry involved in the implementation of 

Information technology systems. 

I would like your assistance in completing the attached questionnaire. 1 would 

be most grateful if you can spare sometime to answer these questions to the 

best of your knowledge and ability. The information requested is needed for 

purely academic purposes and will be treated in strict confidence and will not 

be used for any other purpose other than for my research. 

Any additional information you might think is necessary for this study is most 

welcome and can be written on the back side of the questionnaire. Please let 

me know if you need a summary of the final report. 

Your assistance in completing the questionnaire is greatly appreciated. 

Yours Sincerely 

Baptista J. 0 . 

Supervisor 
Julius Kipngetich 

Management Sc1ence 
University of Na1robi 



QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please answer the following questions by placing a tick ( .V ) in the space provided 
and/or giving details as may be necessary 

SECTION 1 N RAL 

1. How many branches arc y u p rat in in Kr..;nya? 

2. 

( ) Less than 5 ( ) t w 'n to 1 0 
( ) Between 1 1 to l 5 ( r~;:ater than 15 

How many of your busine 
( ) Less than 5 
()Between 11 to 15 

units ha e installed computers? 
() Betv een 6 to 10 
( ) Greater than 15 

3. How long has the organisation been using computers? 
( ) Less than 5 years ( ) Between 6 to 10 years 
( ) Between 11 to 15 years ( ) Greater than 15 years 

4. How many computer systems personnel are working in your organisation? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Do you have an IT manager? 
() Yes () No 

If the answer above is no, who is incharge of Computer facilities? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. Who does the IT manager report to? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7. What operations have been computerized (you may tick more than one)? 

av ings Account ystem () 
urrent Account ystem () 
tanding Order ) 

Fixed Deposit " ) 
Fi: d ts () 
p 

•• 

" 

------------------------------------------------------------------



8. Does the organisation outsource any of the following IT operations (you may tick more 

than one)? 

Training () Systems D velopment () 

Systems Maintenance () 
Others (Specify) -----------------------------------------------------------

B. What factors led to th p ruti n b ing outsourced? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9. What type of Hardware platform does the organisation use (you may tick more than one)? 

( )Mainframe ( ) Minicomputers ( )Microcomputers 

10. Does the organisation operate in a network environment? 
() Yes () No 

11. Are computers users within the organisation conversant with the Information 
systems they are currently using? 
() Yes () No 

12 Does the organisation have a steering committee to undertake new IT project? 

() Yes () No 

13 What type of applications are used within the organization? 

( ) Customised ( ) Off the shelf ( ) Both ( ) 

SECTION2 

Listed below are statements dealing with various issues in the implementation of information 

technology systems . Please tick in the bracket to specify the extent to which you agree with 

each statement 

5 trongly Di agree 4 Di agree 3. lndtfferent 2. Agree l. trongly Agree 

14. The organisation sets clearly established 
success criteria and objecti es kno\ n to 
all proj t participants 

15. hen; is d quat pi nning, ontrol and reporting 

pt dur in plac 

. Bu in 
t hni al 

17. rtm nt 

II 

5 4 

() ) 

3 2 1 

) ) ) 

( ) 



18. The organisation uses new untested technology () () () () () 

19. There is a clear acquisition policy for IT products () () () () () 

20. The organisation has a strategic policy for IT () () () () () 

21. Understanding the relative importanc f t, 

schedule and technical perfonnanc g at 

made clear to all project parti ipant () () () () () 

22. User training is an ongoing pr () () () () () 

23. The organisation suppliers offer facilities 

for emergency backup purposes () () () () () 

24. The organisation considers the suppliers 

financial position and industry market prospects () () () () () 

25. Suppliers offers adequate after sales services () () () () () 

26. The organisation ensure new Information 

systems are compatible with current systems () () () () () 

27. Adequate change procedures are put in 

place before the implementation is started () () () () () 

28. The IT manager has sufficient influence 

and authority () () () () () 

29. Continuous communication between all project 

participants is maintained () () () () () 

30. There is active participation during decision 

making and problem sol ing by all participants () () () () () 

31. Emphasis is placed on proper coordination 

between IT staff, the users and the management 

during the implementation process () ) () () ) 

32. he organisation ct reali tic schedules () ( () 

3 w y tern po legal implication 

durin th implcm ntation ( ) 

ccu t initial c 
) 

Ill 



36. Management are committed to established 
schedules, and technical performance goals 

37. Users are committed to established 
schedules and technical performance goals 

38. The organisation conducts a postimplem ntati n 
review to monitor performance f r 

39. The success rate oflT proj ct my ur rgani ation 

() () 

() () 

() () 

( ) Less than 25% ( Between 26 to 50 % 
()Between 51 to 75 % ()Greater than 75% 

() 

() 

() 

40. To what extent do you consider ti1e follov ing factors in the in the selection of 
Information systems 

A. User friendly, designed to be safe, comfortable 
and easy to use 

B. Ability to connect to existing networks 
C. Environmental requirements like power 
D. Availability of systems that can best 

utilize new resource 
E. Support and maintenance services 

provided locally 
F. Duration for Installation of new equipment 
G. Emergency backup facilities 
H. Control procedures for errors, malfunction 

and improper use 
I. Documentation with user friendly instruction 
J. Ability to Integrate with the current systems 
K . Processing Speed 
L. Capacity 
M. Cost 

. Expandability/Upgradability 
0 . Avai lability of substitute products 

in the market 

() 
() 
() 

() 

() 
() 
() 

() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 

() 

() 
() 
() 

() 

() 
() 
() 

() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 

() 

() 
() 
() 

() 

() 
() 
() 

() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 

() 

() () 

() () 

() () 

() () 
() () 
() () 

() () 

() () 
() () 
() () 

() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 

() () 

41 . User resistance to new Information system is ery common. To what extent can you 

attribute th1s to 

L ck of know-how 
of job 

f career pr grc 10n 
Lo of pre ti., and power 

h n in \ ·orking pro dur 
I·. I or mmum ti n 

IV 

) 
( ) 



42. During the systems development period what services do your supplier offer? 

43. What steps does the organisation take to ensur a mooth transition during 
implementation due to changes brought ab ut b th n w systems? 

44. What difficulties have you fac d durin 1 the initial implementation process? 

45. Does the organisation see IT in the light of new business opportunities, cutting 
operational costs, utilization of data more efficiently and Improving IS human resource? 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 

v 
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COMMERCIAL BANKS OPERATING IN KENYA AS AT SEPT 1997 

ABN- AMRO BANK N.V 
Box 30262 
NAIROBI 

AFRICAN BANKING CORP L TO 
PO Box 46452 
Nairobi 

Akiba Bank ltd 
PO Box 49584 
Nairobi 

Bank of Baroda (K) Ltd 
PO Box 30033 
Nairobi 

Bank of India 
PO Box 30246 
Nairobi 

Barclays Bank of Kenya 
PO Box 30120 
Nairobi 

Biashara Bank of Kenya Ltd 
PO Box 30831 
Nairobi 

Bullion Bank 
PO Box 11666 
Nairobi 

CFC Bank Ltd 
PO Box 72833 
Nairobi 

Chase Bank (Kenya) L TO 
PO Box 28987 
NAIROBI 

Ci iban 
PO Box 30711 

trobi 

City Finance Bank ltd 
PO Box 22741 
Nairobi 

Commerce Bank ltd 
PO Box 46739 
Nairobi 

Commercial Bank of Africa Ltd 
PO Box 30437 
Nairobi 

Consolidated Bank of Kenya L TO 
PO Box 51133 
NAIROBI 

CO-OPERATIVE Bank of Kenya Ltd 
PO Box 48231 
NAIROBI 

Credit Agricole lndosuez 
PO Box 69562 
NAIROBI 

Credit Bank L TO 
PO Box 61064 
NAIROBI 

Daima Bank LTD 
PO Box 54319 
NAIROBI 

Development Bank of Kenya ltd 
PO Box 30483 
NAIROBI 

Diamond Trust Bank Kenya ltd 
PO Box 61711 
NAIROBI 

Equatorial Commercial Bank Ltd 
PO Box 52467 

airobi 



Euro Bank Ltd 
PO Box 43071 
Nairobi 

Fidelity Commercial Bank 
PO Box 48445 
Nairobi 

Fina Bank 
PO Box 20613 
Nairobi 

First National Finance Bank Ltd 
PO Box 67681 
Nairobi 

First American Bank of Kenya Ltd 
PO Box 30691 
Nairobi 

Guardian Bank Ltd 
PO Box 46983 
Nairobi 

Giro Bank Limited 
PO Box 40263 
Nairobi 

Guilders International Bank Ltd 
PO Box 57437 
Nairobi 

Habib African Bank Ltd 
PO Box 23361 
Nairobi 

Habib Bank A.G Zurich 
PO Box 32584 
Nairobi 

Habib Bank Ltd 
PO Box 6906 

airob1 

II 

Imperial Bank Ltd 
PO Box 44905 
Nairobi 

Investment & Mortages Bank Limited 
PO Box 30038 
Nairobi 

Kenya Commercial Bank Ltd 
PO Box 43400 
Nairobi 

Mashreq Bank P.S.C 
PO Box 11129 
Nairobi 

Middle East Bank (K) Ltd 
PO Box 47357 
Nairobi 

National Bank of Kenya Ltd 
PO Box72866 
Nairobi 

National Industrial Credit Bank 
PO Box 44599 
Nairobi 

Paramount Bank Limited 
PO Box 14001 
Nairobi 

Prime Bank L TO 
PO Box 43825 
Nairobi 

Prudential Bank Limited 
PO Box 60024 
Nairobi 

Reliance Bank Ltd 
PO Box 403 
Kisumu 



Southern Credit Banking CORP 
PO Box 66171 
Nairobi 

Stanbic Bank Kenya L TO 
PO Box 30550 
Nairobi 

Standard Chartered Bank(K) L TO 
PO Box 30003 
Nairobi 

The African Mercantile Banking Co. 
LTD 
PO Box 30090 
Nairobi 

The Delphis Bank Limited 
PO Box 44080 
Nairobi 

Trans-National Bank Ltd 
PO Box 34353 
Nairobi 

Trust Bank Limited 
PO Box 46342 
Nairobi' 

Universal Bank Ltd 
PO Box 46307 
Nairobi 

Victoria Commercial 
PO Box 41114 
Nairobi 

Ill 
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